
(20/Oct/2023) Modern College- How to Build a Startup

Section 1 - Event Rating Scale

Please share your Feedback about the talk

Please provide any other topics you wish to suggest for a future talk/ workshop?

Evaluation Results
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Category Avg (Max-Min) Count

Overall Satisfaction with Event 6.68 (7-5)47 Bad

Satisfaction with Content 6.61 (7-4)47 Well Below average

Satisfaction with Speakers/mentors etc 6.65 (7-4)47 Below Average

Satisfaction with structure,design &pace of event 6.59 (7-1)47 Average

Satisfaction with food and beverages Good

Satisfaction with demos

6.25 (7-1)47

6.53 (7-2)47 Very Good

Excellent

Little longer time for live demi
Excellent
It was good. I gain so much information from workshop.
Very nice
Good
The workshop was very fruitful.
Please provide a many hand on workshop
It was informative
It was great
This was a nice workshop nad helpful for gaining knowledge
It was quite satisfactory
Good
Best mentors
The speakers and mentors interaction is good. But campus visit in not in detail.
Good
The work shop was really good my favourite topic green pyramid
Was very use full and will use the information I got in future
It was good
It was excellent
A very nice experience. Got inqusitive regarding startup business.
It was very helpful to us as a microbiology student....they show us confocal microscope and
Good
It was good
informative and well-organized. The content and presenters were great
Workshop turned out to be very fruitful in terms of accelerating the entrepreneur within us. The speakers were interactive and paid keen attention to our questions leaving us
satisfied. The mentors who guide us through the instruments gave detailed information about the same. The campus is very fascinating so looking forward to work here. Overall the
experience was very overwhelming for me.
It was good workshop but with same it would be great if you could arrange lunch with the workshop
Session was very helpful & informative as I always wanted someone to help me with startup. Thank You !!
Satisfying
It was very excellent workshop. I am always fascinated about the start up environment so it was a very good session overall for me.
The  workshop was very good . I understand so many things new , the demos were awesome , all teachers and team were best.
Workshop was very interesting.. got to learn many new things.
It was awesome
It was an excellent workshop with lots of information about confocal microscopy and flow cytometry and with other departments. And most importantly staff is very enthusiastic as
well as helpful. This institute is very beautiful with lots of greenery I would like to visit again and again thank you
It was really useful and  motivational session.
Its very good or productive.
The event was well-organized, informative, and highly beneficial. The venue and logistics were well-managed, ensuring a smooth and hassle-free experience for all attendees.
Was excellent experience
the workshop was a good experience that motivated me.I'm very satisfied with the workshop. It met my expectations and provided valuable knowledge and inspiration. I feel
well-prepared for my startup journey.
Amazing
Satisfied
Great experience
Gr8 wrk
It was good n full of information
Excellent
I had a good experience

Patent filing
Virology
Internships
Medical  microbiology
Internship program



Job opportunities
Hand on training on instruments
Employment opportunities
Start up's in microbiology
Internship
Microbiology with artificial intelligence
Microbial development in day to day life
Hands on training on the instruments
Hands on training for instruments
Hands on training in the instruments
Employment opportunities for freshers in startups.
More advance texhniques
Hands on training for instruments
Medical microbiology
I would like to have a workshop where in which we can have hands-on experience over the instruments in the venture.
Good startups and future opportunities on them
How to contact when we are there with some idea & funding for startup.
Research and development
HPLC
Career opportunities in India and abroad.
Regarding advanced microbiology , selection of project and development on project
Projects
Sure
Patent
Since the today's talk was only limited to startups and business oriented, in future we would really like to explore about career opportunities microbiologists can avail in government
and semi government sectors.
Hands on instrument workshop
If there is a possibility of arranging a one-day hands-on workshop, I would greatly appreciate it. Please do let me know if there are any upcoming events or if you could consider
organizing one in the coming months. I am eager to participate and enhance my practical skills in these areas.
Hands on instruments
Related to Ai projects and data science
Tissue culture
Bacteria and chronic infection in detail
Marketing strategy..how it actually work in Bio science area
Start up
Discuss the importance of cultivating an entrepreneurial mindset.
Job opportunities

Hand on demo
If you have any other suggestions, comments, etc., please share them below.


